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Nike launched the movement of players 'Air Force 1' military boots Limited Edt shop
2012-05-14 15:25:55 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [source: Chinese shoes network] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network May 14 hearing, back in the early 1990s, tooling, camouflage uniform design and became one of the city's
fashion tone. In that era as inspiration, Nike Sportswear this season to bring you the second wave of Air Force 1 Pearl Collection
products. 
The new Nike Air Force 1 Pearl Collection is Air Force 1 shoes classic shoes to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the birth. Shoes
subtly reflects the lifestyle of the time, the choice of high-end materials, both back in time and quite modern retro means color. The
summer of 2012 produced three Air Force 1 shoes pearl series are integrated into the same design elements, including the
dissemination of mother of pearl color ferrules and laces at both ends of the plate, printed with retro pattern specially designed insole
and exquisite shoebox . 
5 �·� is the upcoming Nike Air Force 1 Hi Military Boot, this high-top design AF1 Military Boot shoe body have adopted the robust
design. Based on the classic tooling boots interpret the structure of shoes using modern ways, including eye buckle boots shoes,
shoelaces, metal accessories and rugged outsole. The upper part of the Field Boot (SFB) in tribute to Nike Special, use a suede and
nylon composite material. This is now on sale at Limited Edt, like friends can pay attention to the! 
Related news
Nike Zoom Revis Brooklyn Nets sample 2013-12-08 23:03:15 We all remember November exposure shoes Nike Zoom Revis 1
Why? This give us a latest color, although this is not the official version of the Brooklyn Nets PE, but the samples were determined
based on the Nets at home black and white color elements, is now on sale at ebay. A friend might like to look at Oh.
#size topic # annual year-end gift who would you choose? 2013-12-09 00:00:52
size topic, as the annual year-end gift, presumably by the end of December each year is a lot of shoes, purse roaring fans at the
moment. This year, in addition to AJ 11 "Gamma Blue", we will usher in AJ12 "Taxi" and AJ 1 "Bred" baptism. If only a few years ago
AJ11 champion, then the face of this year, while three pairs of shoes on sale, I do not know how to choose? 
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Nike KD6 GS & quotBarber & quotcolor first exposure 2014-05-06 22:51:37
Online recently exposed a new color of Nike KD6, dubbed & quotBarber & quotor the color of KD6 is an exclusive version of the girls.
Shoes with silver upper with blue lining and outsole, laces in red rendering, while KD Logo on the side of the shoe body is quite
ingenious manner in the form of red, blue and white stripes of the building, in order to symbolize barber shop in front of the light box
design, echoing the theme.
2015 comes with the ten anniversary of the Syndicate Vans series. In order to celebrate the series has been through the idea of
multiple, independent attitude and their influence, creating a unique culture of skate. Vans chose the artists who worked together to
launch a complex design, to pay tribute to this memorable journey. Syndicate Vans will launch the five anniversary of the launch of the
ten products. The first launch of the shoes from the famous tattoo and graffiti artist Cartoon Mister. Back in 2005, the Syndicate
series was established initially, Cartoon Mister personally created the letter " S" has become the Syndicate series has been
identified, and he himself is the first to participate in the Syndicate series of designers, logo " 001.01" represents the first quarter of
the first pair of products. The launch of Mister cartoon authentic & quotS" shoes, shoes using the clown pattern with a representative,
and select the black denim, with the golden logo.
< br / > autumn and winter has come, Nike through the double lunar force 1 Duckboot, do a good job to deal with all kinds of
unexpected weather. Shoes extract the classic Force Air 1 essence, to better protect the purpose of the feet. The full black work
shoes, which is inspired by the duck boots, is collocation Lunar, and the bottom of the shoe is strengthened, and the waterproof shoe
upper and rubber front end are the ultimate protection. Lunar Force Duckboot 1 Nike will be released later this month in asphaltgold,
etc.. (Editor: YOYO)
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] emperor Town in Anji County, belong to different sectors of dawn Sporting Goods Co., Ltd.
and Zhejiang Purcell United States, with a market share in their respective fields and strong production capacity , were recently with
internationally renowned sporting goods manufacturer Adidas partnership, becoming the brand down jacket manufacturers and table
tennis manufacturers. 
Zhejiang Purcell walked into the United States Co., on an area of ??over 70,000 square meters of the site, six new plant has been
closed roof of the main building, construction workers are speeding up the construction. "We have reached a preliminary cooperation
intention with Adidas, the brand will become the sole manufacturer of down jackets, plant is currently under construction preparation."
Majin Wei, general manager of Zhejiang Purcell US representation. "Not surprisingly, the new plant can be put into use early next
year, is expected to bring jobs 3500-4000 Nissan jacket more than 30,000 pieces." ����ΰ he said. 
It is reported that the dawn of Sporting Goods Co., with its strong production capacity, has become one of key suppliers Adidas.
Recently, the two companies signed a cooperation agreement. "The first $ 10,000 table tennis orders just shipped complete." Dawn
Sporting Goods Co. ��ΰ� general manager, said: "The next, the company's annual production will be Adidas match ball 8000000,
training with the ball 15,000,000 . "(Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
< p > from American shoe brands gourmet in the near future not only busy captured the thanksgiving of the market trend, but also
busy released a preview of the 2013 spring and summer all the shoes, absolutely is the vision. In 2013, Gourmet will continue to bring
us a classic. The wave, the stars and stripes. Zebra, serpentine, burst crack, all the classic elements presented one by one for you is
definitely Qunying meta. To see the shoes, GOURMET Dignan, The 35 and other shoes all be retained. Be envious of the bar,
fortunately, a few months to until 2013, if not to the end of the world, 2013 is definitely a worth looking forward to the year, 2013
fashion also deserves everyone looks forward to. 
source: hypebeast
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